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for reasons adduced, it must be "at least about
two centuries earlier than the period to which
Harshaprabhandlia assigns the subject of its
The couplet of Sri Harsha, in which he indicates
his authorship of Sahasanka Oharita (No, 7 in
the above list) runs thus :—-
Pandit Nftr&yana, the annotator, comments on
as follows: —
W^T ^itt
fET flt
thus making Nava to qualify ^W , and not to
CkcwiUj as might, in the first instance, be imagined.
If  this King Sahasanka was new when  6ri
H&rsha wrote his (Sahasanka's) history, it will
only be foir to presume that Sri Harsha was, if not
coatetnpQrary, at least one who lived immediately
or shortly after the reign of Sahasanka, and that
Ms role was either personally witnessed or was
fresh in the poet's memory when the Charit/ra
was composed.   The question then turns to some
extent on the age of this Sahasanka.   In finding
this out we ttre assisted by Maheswara, the lexico-
grapher.    In the preface to his Visva Prakasa
Nighantu, where he, fortunately for the chrono-
logy of other Kosakaras, expatiates at some length
on Ms personal history, Maheswara informs  us
tiiat he is descended from Sri Krishna, physician
to Sihaslnka^ sovereign of G&dhipu^f and has
ebm&ere given Saka, 1083, ' or aj>, 1111 (one
tibgastfd oiste aundred and eleyto) as the date
cl ter ^t^m^ialijEm.1  -In a   subsequent stanza
fed 'm^sm w believe that hfe is the grandson
riahm»§   If Mlheswarsi, was   an author
as in the first decade of the 12feh oen-
tary, ifc cannot be an unwarrantable presump-
tion tha& he flourished in the latter part of the
IIA century.   Againa we know his grandfather
ww a coiitenprary of Sahasinka.   NowcoupHng
tlie two im^s togeliter, we may, we tliink, $£ the
, rule in the early p«rt of %&
latter escferemity of
that
 sanka of Ml-h^wara and $rf Harsba are identical
(and this may be presumed in the absence of
proof to the contrary), the Nainhadhakara could
only be living subsequent to the tenth century, or
during the last several years of it.   The only
alteration that will need to bo made in determining
the poet's date, then, is obviously, therefore, de-
pendenb upon how wo are disposed to construe the
word Nava.   If h© is made a contemporary of
Sahasanka,  the   question is already   answered.
Or if it is thought not safe to presume so much,
we will add, say the period of one generation, or
forty years, or half a century at the utmost (though
thirty-three is generally considered as about  the
proper average),[|  Even this concession will but
bring us to the middle of the eleventh century.
According to Prof. "Wilson, &ddM$$r is "a*
name from which tfbe modern Ghawpur might be
supposed to be derived, but which is enumerated by
the vocabularies as a synonym of Kanyakubja or
Kanauj, S&has&nka also is a name of "Vikraraaditya;"
but he remarks that " neither time nor place allow
of the persons being identified in this instance,^
and some historical notices of the former might
possibly be derived from another composition in
whicfy Mahe^wara informs us he had written the
history of this prmco or S$ha$drika Qhcvrita,** The
period in which the Yi4va was, compiled was one
very likely to have been a season of literary
patronage at Kanauj, as the Masalman princes
of the house of Grhizni and Ghor were for some
time, both before and afterwards, fully occupied with
those dissensions which gave the Indian sceptre
to the latter, and consequently left the Hindu
princes in the undisturbed enjoyment of their
patrimonial sway, and the tranquil exercise of
their privileges,"
Bat, without digressing further, it must be
stated that the above passage from Prof* "Wilson
has thrown a difficulty in our willingness to give
unhesitating credit to the fact of fayanta, Oh&ndrtf*
sovereignty at Kanyakubja, and to Ms patronage
of 6rlHatshd,(vide Ind. Mt., vol. II., p. 241).
A, caution must be given here that the above
remarks must be taken with great reserve, because
** nma saTa^aanka charite," &c. is only one of the
two readings wMcli seem to Kave been, current—
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 *crealm he «&cgwm& % Us own strength" On
tlie examination of tlie passages in italics, he fancies it
might "be fonnd connected with the name given by Mfih£s-
wara to, S^hasAnka, compounded as that is of S&hQtSQ>t
sfeeu^hj and <mtc^ mark or disianction.
*TMs seems questionable in the extreme.   In the MS.
copy in my possession transcribed in a comparatively recent
very feasible traoisposition of letters, viz. tfr into ^(T
ek  Pernapft by a collaiaon of reliaWe KSS/tlie

